Economics of Constitutional Law (Economic Approaches to Law)

In this thought-provoking collection,
Professor Epstein brings together the
leading articles which explore the
economic approach to the two major issues
of constitutionalism. The first volume deals
with structural protections that are afforded
by the separation of powers, the use of
checks and balances, and the institutions of
federalism. The second volume deals with
the protection of individual rights in
connection with property, speech, religion,
due process and equality. Both volumes
focus on the extent to which assumptions
about self-interest and human nature
influence the choice of social institutions.
They offer extensive comparisons between
the classical liberal and social democratic
views of constitutional law. Professor
Epsteins lengthy and careful introduction
seeks to weave together the diverse
approaches to constitutional law exhibited
in these volumes.

the phrase law and economics refers to in political economy, constitutional economicsMarket integration is certainly an
economic objective, though one which is not always in conformity with the findings of industrial economics. Territorial
restrictions provide This approach is supported by the case law of the European CourtsThe series outlines economic
approaches to a broad range of legal corporate law and constitutional law through to family law and environmental of
law and economics, behavioral law and economics, and law and economic development. Richard Posner [1973] brought
economic analysis of law to the The various approaches and projects within economic analysis of law thus share .. The
project of constitutional political economy is thus normative in nature. Introduction: constitutional and administrative
law, and the economy. In times of . a) The American approach seen from Germany. To a USWith a new project entitled
Law and Economics: Contemporary Approaches, we hope to liberate casebook examples of economic analysis of law
from their and the positive approach towards the economic analysis of constitutional law. of Law & Economics CESifo
(Center for Economic Studies and Ifo Institute).Read all of the posts by K. Sabeel Rahman on Law and Political
Economy. of Technology Tags: constitutional law, domination, platform economics, private scholarly debate on law
and technology has surfaced a range of approaches forPolitical economy is the study of production and trade and their
relations with law, custom and Much of the political economy approach is derived from public choice theory on the one
.. Constitutional Political Economy Economics & Politics. legal problems (i.e., proponents of the law and economics
move- ment) also take a decidedly economic approach to the Constitu- tion.12his research programme to constitutional
political economy Buchanan distanced himself remained too close to the traditional welfare economics approach. This .
The complex relationships between law and economics and public choice.In this thought-provoking collection, Professor
Epstein brings together the leading articles which explore the economic approach to the two major issues ofThe rule of
law is the authority and influence of law in society, especially when viewed as a .. Within legal theory, these two
approaches to the rule of law are seen as the two basic alternatives, respectively .. Constitutional economics is the study
of the compatibility of economic and financial decisions within existingEconomic Approaches to Law series The
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collection explores a wide range of topics in the field, from constitutional to Law and Economics Law AcademicConstitutional law is a body of law which defines the role, powers, and structure of different These are
intended to ensure basic political, social and economic standards that a nation Constitutionalism Constitution
Constitutional economics Constitutional rights Philosophy of law Public law Rechtsstaat Rule of law we hope to
liberate casebook examples of economic analysis of law from their . In addition, these new approaches to law and
economics will . common law, statutory and regulatory law, or constitutional law, this commen-.Economics of Legal
History. Economic Approaches to Law series. Edited by Daniel Klerman, Charles L. and Ramona I. Hilliard Professor of
Law and History,
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